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Foreword
In a year Þlled with online education across time-zones, Dimensions 
reminds us that print might be the original asynchronous medium. In 
fact, Dimensions 34 could prompt multiple ruminations on time: on how 
one year ago feels like yesterday and also like a decade past; on how a 
twelve month duration of pandemic, police brutality, activism, and attacks 
on democracy has been Þlled with abrupt temporal ruptures for some 
and cruel continuities for others; on how our discipline should address 
its colonial past and forward visions for a better future; and more. Every 
year, the editors of Dimensions have the di!cult challenge of curating 
what is mostly year-old work to constitute a statement on the present. 
This is already tricky in the context of the rapid clip of contemporary 
architecture culture. The task is radically more challenging in a year 
in which, day-by-day, the disciplinary and societal grounds beneath us 
have shi"ed. How does the work in this volume hold up? ItÕs probably 
too soon to say. To be sure, Dimensions 34 is Þled with pressing concern. 
Herein, Þnd projects and narratives about architectureÕs entanglements 
with climate, the nationÕs carceral apparatus, colonial regimes of land 
ownership, quarantine, digital culture, the material and the immaterial, 
and worldmakingÑjust as it seems like we might need a new world. But in 
a few years, with the beneÞt of hindsight, will this work seem important or 
peculiar in its preoccupations? We donÕt know. What I think is most unique 
about the present societal and disciplinary moment is that we are called to 
turn our attention to architectureÕs role in societyÕs most pressing concerns, 
and in some cases we simply donÕt have time to proceed with caution. We 
have to move quickly, but with humility, and hazard mistakes. 

ItÕs worth noting that most of the projects, events, and conversations 
chronicled here originated on screens and online. Or, as in the case of 
Wallenberg and Thesis, abruptly transitioned to an online environment 
in the middle of the Winter 2020 semester. This might be the Þrst time 
much of the work has been in print. Especially by comparison to the digital 
environments that have consumed our lives for most of the past year, print 
is an enduring medium. You can be sure that the book in your hand will 
look pretty much like it does now in ten years. I, for one, will be looking 
back once a decade has passed to see how we did. I thank the editors for 
the opportunity to do so, and for their great work on behalf of the program. 

McLain Clutter
Associate Professor and Chair of Architecture
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Letter from the Editors
The circumstances of the past year have given Dimensions 34 time to pause 
and reßect upon what it means to produce a print journal in a uniquely 
digital moment. This volume seeks to position itself, not as a rejection of 
the digital, but as an a!rmation of the enduring value of a slower form 
of mediaÑas a brief respite from crowded browser tabs and the allure of 
endless scrolling. For many of us, the journal is also bound up with the 
physicality of holding a book in oneÕs hands, an act charged with unusual 
signiÞcance a"er months spent engaging with the world primarily through 
our screens.

Like most of the projects contained within, Dimensions 34 is a product 
of the transition to remote education, a seismic shi" in our shared modes 
of working that very quickly became banal. Although our routines were 
upended and the Dimensions meeting room at Taubman remained empty, 
virtual collaboration allowed us to produce something tangible that will 
continue to exist beyond the Zoom calls and Miro boards in which it was 
created. Many of our collective conversations dri"ed into the strangeness 
of time and the discontinuity of memory that marked the past year. 
Assembling the journal o#ered us a way to put the pieces back together 
while processing the ruptures that had transpired.

Dimensions 34 is divided into four parts: Wallenberg, Thesis, Fellows, and 
ASRG. Each of these ÒbooksÓ can stand on its own as a curated selection of 
the work completed during the 2019Ð20 academic year. However, viewed as 
a singular volume, the projects are uniÞed in their urgency and resilience 
in the face of life-changing disruptions.

It was easy for 2020 to escape us, when connecting, exploring, and learning 
no longer meant sharing space with one another. And yet, connections, 
exploration, and growth happened nonetheless, fragmented across time 
zones and digital platforms both novel and familiar. It is our hope that this 
journal will serve as a record of a particular moment in time, one which we 
can now recollect with some distance and begin to interpret together.

Austin Ehrhardt
Pilar OÕHara
Libby Owen
Francesca Romano
Rachel Skof

 





COORDINATOR: MIREILLE RODDIER 

In her essay, ÒChoosing the Margin as a Space of 
Radical Openness,Ó bell hooks argues that exclusion 
from dominant discourses and structures can generate a 
powerful capacity for resistance. Existence in a context 
of repression, hooks observes, can enable the invention of 
Òspaces of radical openness.Ó 

Centering bell hooksÕ essay, the 2020 Wallenberg 
Studios investigated marginsÑundergrounds, alleyways, 
shadows, backstages, pochŽs, spaces of disinvestment, 
and irregulated spacesÑas sites of creativity and power 
that hold the capacity to foster freedom of action, of 
being, and of becoming.

Can we, as architects, operate in the margins without 
rendering them center stage? And if the dominant order 
reinforces oppressive hierarchies, how can the margins 
o#er shelter from these power structures? Spaces in 
which the rules are written by the communities who 
deÞne and inhabit them? Spaces of autonomy and 
potential emancipation from the colonizing order?

To honor Raoul WallenbergÕs legacy is to embrace the 
spirit of his work. In 2020, the six distinct Wallenberg 
studios (Radical Vernacular by Mireille Roddier, 
Matrix to Parts by De Peter Yi, Securing Shelter: Design 
for Domestic Inclusion by Jonathan Rule, The Dream 
is Real: Common Matters . . . From the Margins by 
Dawn Gilpin, Power Shi"s by Gina Reichert, and 
De-Commission by Mat$ss Groskaufmanis) interrogated, 
as broadly as possible, our disciplineÕs capacity to e#ect 
change under a common theme: ÒFrom the Margins.Ó

ÒFROM THE MARGINSÓ
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Storied Ground Phillip Allore

Gian-Paolo Anovert
& Jesica Yu
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the Block

Clare CoburnIrrational Territories
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The Reformatorium
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Cayman Langton

Alternating Duality

Kay WrightMemorial to 
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in Our Homes

Mireille Roddier is Associate Professor of 
Architecture and teaches in the design and the 
history and theory curriculums. She also holds a joint 
appointment with the Women's and Gender Studies 
Department and a faculty a"liation at the Institute 
for Research on Women and Gender.

WALLENBE!G



STORIED GROUND
RECIPES FOR A RELATIONAL ONTOLOGY OF LAND

Architecture engages with the representation of 
intentions and the design of meaningful spaces, but 
the present paradigm of architectural thinking limits 
designers to contemplating glass, steel, and concrete. 
The result is a Þeld locked into a schema of the world 
that has outlived its ability to serve architects in their 
mission. A paradigm shi" is necessary to transition 
from defuturing practices of capitalism and extractivist 
ideologies to practices of relational worldbuilding.

It is necessary to see through the eyes of those who 
cannot speak and design with the diverse intelligences 
that make up our world. Architects design from the 
ground up, and the way in which we construct ground 
within our worldviews dictate how we are able to think 
and create. They inßuence not only which decisions we 
make, but with whom and for whom we make them. 

Phillip Allore
Wallenberg Critic: Dawn Gilpin

As a material-cultural practice, architecture must 
recognize that to design is to bring worlds into being.

Storied Ground reimagines architectural practice 
through the lens of ritual as recipes for land-
based practices that attune the participants to the 
ontologically disparate, co-constitutive intelligences of 
the land. Through this lens, unseen intelligences 
may emerge from the past and present to inform the 
design of the resilient communities we so desperately 
need for the future.

The project is divided into three sections: ontological 
mappings, recipes, and the designed ritual of land.
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This land, east of San Diego, CA, has a 12,000-year 
history of human occupation. With every culture 
that has possessed this territory comes a unique 
ontology of land. The question, ÒWhat is the nature 
of land?Ó is answered by the lifeways enabled within 
each worldview.  

To the Kumeyaay, the Þrst human residents of this 
region, land is living and mutually constituted by the 
physical, biological, and spiritual entities that inhabit 
it. Human participation with these forces is inalienable 
from the elements that constitute ground. The 
Kumeyaay tended their home like a garden, selecting 
and amplifying certain capacities within the landscape 
suitable to a ßourishing ecosystem. 

LIFEWORLDS: 
A RELATIONAL ONTOLOGY OF LAND
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PROPERTY: 
A SETTLER ONTOLOGY OF LAND

As Spanish missionaries colonized the territory, 
perception of land shi"ed from the relational 
ontology of the Kumeyaay to an ontology of 
resource and ownership. The reciprocal bonds 
between human culture and a ßourishing ecology 
were severely damaged. 

The secularization of land that followed, enforced 
by the newly established United States government, 
further removed land from its people by subdividing 
it through property lines, public-private parcels, 
and zoning laws. Land was newly deÞned as a 
regulated space more suitable for extraction of 
proÞt than ßourishing of life.
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STORIED GROUND: 
A HYBRID ONTOLOGY OF LAND

Elements of the contested history of this territory 
exist today as the mutually co-constitutive forces of 
the land. To design spaces for a meaningful life, we 
must equally engage the living meshwork of lifeworlds 
and the regulatory space we have inherited. 

Perhaps, most importantly, we must understand 
that the practices in which we engage with our 
minds and bodies lead directly to the worlds we 
imagine and inhabit. 
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This ritual is designed to pattern the minds of the 
participants to think through the intelligences of the 
land. It is a practice and technology of orientation, 
requiring a performance of the elements to inculcate 
a design sensibility rooted in a relational ontology of 
land. The construction of the site, and the actions taken 
within and without the structure, are conceived as 
ritual  Ñprecisely timed and choreographed to align with 
the forces of the land.

The structure is sited at the intersection of elements in 
the landscape. Here, water, wind, animal pathways, and 
the motion of the sun converge.

The ritual space is a container for the intelligences 
of the land. It is where constituents are combined, 
constructing ground from elements carefully gathered 
around the site. When complete, the structure exists as 
a cosmic clock, weaving participants into the timings of 
the celestial tapestry.

In spring, when the yucca is ßowering and near 
the end of its life, it is prepared for its leaves to be 
gathered in order to form the Þbrous substance of the 
ground construct. As always, the gatherer should seek 
permission Þrst.

At noon, on the equinoxes and solstices, apertures 
in the structure illuminate the ground construct. 
Every day from 1:00Ð3:00 p.m. the wind hums 
throughout the site.

Sited in the landscape, so as not to interrupt the myriad 
movements of the fauna and elements of the earth, this 
microcosm of the land ampliÞes the terrestrial cycles of 
water, soil, and life.

Like any recipe, this is a framework, a blueprint, and a 
set of practices. It is open-ended, meant to be shared, 
amended, and added to. It reßects a way of seeing and 
performing architecture that respects the reciprocity 
and relationships required to live on storied ground.

Acknowledgments: Erik Hjermstadt, 

Centehua Deneken, Chris Meador, 

Mary Moriarty, Mitchell Lawrence, and 

Mohammad About El Ainan
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A METHODOLOGY FOR HEALTHY REINTEGRATION OF THE 
POST"INCARCERATED

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

When there is a crime in society, there is no justice. 
ÑPlato 

ItÕs easy to be repulsed by those who are deemed 
criminals when one is fortunate enough to be 
unacquainted with an o#ender. We recoil at the thought 
of people whose behavior has been ruled unlawful, 
and we regard them as an aberration to civil society. 
Criminals, however, are not the only ones to blame.

Are we, as a society, also guilty?

Our project cra"s connections and breaks boundaries 
through a pilot program of transitional housing 
in New Orleans, LA. Rather than addressing 
prisons themselves, the project focuses on the post-
incarcerated, speciÞcally those that have already 
served their time and are struggling to get back on 
their feet. The architectural proposal gives society the 
means to stitch together what was intentionally le" 
broken. It challenges the notion of Òonce a criminal, 
forever a criminal.Ó

While the United States espouses growth, 
opportunity, and hard work, it forgets its 
self-proclaimed values when laying judgment 
towards those that need the most understanding. 
Year a"er year, the United States ranks 
highest in incarceration rates around the 
world. Additionally, it holds the highest rates 
of recidivism, with 76.6 percent of released 
prisoners rearrested within Þve years. Either 
the American population has a problem, or the 
justice system does. We decided to address the 
latter. If prisons are meant to rectify criminal 
behavior to reduce future o#enses, they are 
clearly failing. 

New Kids on the Block o#ers a more immediate 
solution than institutional reform by engaging 
with those that have been broken by the system 
yet no longer stand behind bars. We propose 
a methodology for reintegration through an 
architectural framework that seeks to encourage 
both recovery and growth.

Gian-Paolo Anovert and Jesica Yu
Wallenberg Critics: Jonathan Rule and Ana Morcillo PallarŽs



Our methodology focuses on building a network 
of transitory shelters that help the formerly 
incarcerated heal from post-traumatic stress, navigate 
the workforce, and foster healthy relationships within 
society while providing the support of a community 
of people participating in the same process of 
reintegration. When reintegration is successful, 
individual beneÞts will extend beyond the block, 
producing a thriving social ecosystem.
 

METHODOLOGY PILOT

Our pilot program focuses on New Orleans, the city 
in Louisiana with the highest incarceration rate. More 
speciÞcally, the project takes place in the Seventh Ward 
neighborhood. Segregated by political boundaries and 
torn by economic and social divides, New Orleans is 
a city of intangible frontiers. Thus, embedded in our 
proposal is an ecosystem that questions the boundaries 
nested in what we know as Òthe block.Ó By positioning 
the housing system in the backyard of residents, 
we challenge the ÒNot In My Back YardÓ (NIMBY) 
phenomenon, ultimately encouraging interactions 
between the existing community and newcomers.

Understand prisoner demographics
Locate C- to C+ neighborhoods in the city that 
are emerging or o#er employment opportunities 
suitable for individuals who were recently released 
from prison
Identify potential natural hazards
Realize the most common types of mental illnesses
Recognize the local culture and history
Design small housing units that are interconnected 
at multiple levels

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
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¥ Reactivate the landscape with vegetation and topography
¥ Reconnect the homes at the ground level
¥ Reintroduce ownership through designed outdoor furniture
¥ Implement garden units for increased interactivity
¥ Link units with a raised footpath for interconnectivity

STRATEGIES FOR BREAKING AND 
REBUILDING THE BLOCK





PEACEFUL CO-LIVING
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To promote both privacy and cooperation, each 
house accommodates two people. The units have two 
bedroomsÑone on the Þrst ßoor and one on the second. 
Each bedroom contains a large skylight to allow ample 
natural light accompanied by a sliding panel system to 
create a sense of personal space. Beyond the sleeping 
areas, each unit contains a shared bathroom, working 
desk space, and storage pantry. In the warmer season, 
new residents can enjoy a New Orleans sunset on the 
roo"op, which is accessed through an outdoor ladder.
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Constructed around the idea of the block as a micro 
ecosystem, a vertical aquaponics system is integrated 
into every new housing unit to generate life on the 
site. It takes a village to raise a garden, so its growth 
depends upon the collaboration of the residents. By 
assessing the new ecology, one can gauge the success 
of the transitional housing development. By marketing 
these homegrown crops, visitors from neighboring 
blocks are inspired to incorporate similar networks 
within their own backyards. 

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY



The industries that drive the climate crisisÑoil, steel, 
and automotiveÑhave dominated landscapes and 
determined the accessibility of information. This 
concentration of power has le" the public in the dark 
regarding industriesÕ global impact on the surrounding 
environment and public health.

Working towards a post-petroleum future, Irrational 
Territories antagonizes capitalist modes of knowledge 
production in order to redistribute agency through 
community-driven information networks. The project 
focuses on three unique tactics that emphasize digital 
and environmental justice in an active critique of the 
latent politics of land and industrial legacy within the 
Detroit River watershed.

IRRATIONAL TERRITORIES
COUNTER"TACTICS FOR A POST"PETROLEUM FUTURE

Wallenberg Critic: Gina Reichert
Clare Coburn

Wastewater Treatment

Wastewater ClariÞer Data Farm
Pollution Monitoring
Radio Information Distribution
Printing Press Information Distribution

Wastewater ClariÞer Data Farm
Algae ClariÞer Ponds
Pollution Monitoring
Elevated Boardwalk

Healthcare Access
Public Transportation
Fragment Industrial Footprint

Wastewater Treatment Marathon Petroleum 
ReÞnery

Digital Justice Community Center Water & Sewerage Bioremediation Fields Mobile Healthcare Rail Network
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TACTIC #$: HIDE IN PLAIN SIGHT

The Þrst tactic establishes a hub for digital justice 
networks disguised by an existing church located 
between residential neighborhoods, open-air 
wastewater clariÞers, and steel manufacturing facilities. 
This strategy draws upon the historical role of DetroitÕs 
churches as nodes in the Underground Railroad 
that served to shelter enslaved African-Americans 
escaping to Canada. By appropriating steel parts from 
surrounding infrastructure, the fa•ade of the church 
is reoriented to face the neighborhood. The interior 
is transformed into a space for work, education, 
and information distribution through programs for 
digital literacy, radio broadcasting, printing, pollution 
monitoring, and connections to a private data farm 
inside empty wastewater clariÞers. 
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The renovation of an existing church into a hub for digital 

justice, education, and work empowers communities to 

antagonize climate crisis industries.



Industrial waste has polluted the air, bodies, and 
ground of this landscape. The data farm provides a 
secure space and network to monitor ground pollution 
that can be subsequently broadcasted by radio and 
distributed via print. The remaining wastewater 
clariÞers are transformed into algae and duckweed 
ponds to leverage natural wastewater Þltration. 

Bioremediation Þelds and apiary habitats Þll the 
space between clariÞers, removing heavy metals and 
other pollutants from DetroitÕs failing sewer system. 
A boardwalk extending over the wastewater clariÞers 
serves to educate users about environmental justice 
strategies within the network.

TACTIC #%: FROM THE GROUND UP
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Bioremediation and environmental justice education mitigate 

human impact on the landscape and watershed.



TACTIC #&: DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Acknowledgments: Jacob White, Mitchell Lawrence, Leah Hong, 

Phillip Allore, and Arthur Todd

The detrimental impacts of industry will persist 
long a"er deindustrialization, especially with regard 
to the devastating harms inßicted on the human 
body. Climate crisis industries possess an extensive 
network of railroads that transport products across 
the city. Hijacking this system to create a mobile 
healthcare network, along railroad lines, will 
distribute medical services to residents while also 
fragmenting destructive industries through a process 
mirroring the decimation of neighborhoods via urban 
renewal construction projects.

This network will focus on all aspects of healthÑ
physical, mental, and emotional. The modular 
system allows for variability in train car assembly 
according to need. Beginning with spaces for general 
health such as clinics and pharmacies, the sequence 
can expand further to include other holistic forms 
of medicine. Plants grown in the bioremediation 
Þelds, including sunßowers for medicinal properties, 
facilitate local production of wellness treatments. 
Additionally, spaces for emotional healing, such as 
sauna, sensory engagement, and therapy, create a 
versatile mobile healthcare system.

These strategies seek to hold climate crisis industries 
accountable for their actions and create strong 
resilient networks that work towards a post-
petroleum future.

General Clinic Waiting Room

Apothecary

Sauna

Physical Therapy

Therapist O!ce

IT Department

PractitionerÕs O!ce

Pharmacy

Greenhouse

Laboratory

Sensory Pods
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Hijacking industrial railroad networks to distribute healthcare 

systems to communities mitigates climate crisis industriesÕ 

impact on public health. 



By examining the nonphysical ways in which humans 
have connected to one another in the past, the 
developers reduce human connection to three spatially 
translated methods: delayed connection, direct 
connection, and connection via third party. Delayed 
connection is that of shared materiality over time. 
Direct connection corresponds to real time. Connection 
via third party is that of a shared experience or object. 
Additionally, The Reformatorium embeds theories of 
rhizomatic and arborescent structures to entertain 
architectureÕs relationship with control, autonomy, and 
the built environment as container or protector.

The [Reformatorium] is a marvelous machine which, 
whatever use one may wish to put it to, produces 
homogeneous e#ects of [connection].* 

THE REFORMATORIUM

The Reformatorium is an architectural graphic 
novel based on Michel FoucaultÕs account of Jeremy 
BenthamÕs panopticon in Discipline and Punish: 
The Birth of the Prison. 
 
In a world of sustained quarantine, human connection 
is nearly impossible. Emotion is obsolete, leaving 
human bodies ßickering between threatened and 
threatening. As existing infrastructure fails to 
account for the logistical and emotional impacts of 
quarantine, developers advertise The Reformatorium. 
This experimental living complex facilitates human 
connection while maintaining control over the spread 
of disease, allowing humans to ÒrehabilitateÓ to a 
reminisced state of emotion. 

* ÒThe Panopticon is a marvelous machine which, whatever use one may wish to put it to, produces homogeneous e"ects of power.Ó 

 ÑMichel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison

Jamie Johnson and Peyton Stimac
Wallenberg Critic: Mireille Roddier




